Abstract
This paper explores the current paradigm of the publication culture in Spain, examining the negative and positive forces that shape the dominant dynamics in the production, dissemination and evaluation of scholars’ works. Following the intentional sampling of maximum variety, we planned a set of interviews with scholars in the area of communication that represented the heterogeneity of academic ranks, gender, and territories of Spain. The final output consisted of thirty-five semi-structured interviews that took place between May 2018 and May 2019. Scholarship on how researchers and university professors experience publication cultures is abundant, however the national and international studies that address this phenomenon from a holistic approach are practically non-existent. Comprising three actions or systems—production, dissemination and evaluation—, the current publishing culture is depicted as a structure tuned to a set of global-accepted requirements that seem easy to understand and replicate. Under such model, most of the scholars experience discomfort because overproduction is widespread, social transference is rare, and the production and diffusion of scientific works frequently occur at the expense of scholars themselves. The goal seems to be inspired by the cost- and time-effective system of evaluation processes that, despite academics’ general opposition, official bodies and university departments have adopted to circumvent the costly task of assessing scientists’ outcomes on an individual basis.
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1. Introduction and literature review
Scholarship on how researchers and university faculty experience, face and respond to the current publication culture does exist, but it is very limited to certain disciplines of social and natural sciences (Tijdink et al., 2016; Davies; Felappi, 2017). Typically, both the cultural nuances and research practices that shape the publication culture are fractured among the meta-research in communication sciences (Feeley, 2008). This line of inquiry plays a fundamental role in providing statistical insights about a myriad of research indexes that shape the current status of communication scholarship, such as productivity (Griffin et al., 2016), racial inequalities (Chakravartty et al., 2018), and, specially, citation analysis (Levine, 2010). To determine the relevance and theoretical implications of findings, most studies allude to the socio-scientific con-
text in which scholars are immersed and the effects that public administrations and research exercises trigger on productive behavior (Bunz, 2005). However, despite the fact that the publication culture is a structural condition to portray the state of the discipline research output, little research addresses this phenomenon directly.

The exploration of the publication culture is highly related to the growing relevance of the publish or perish imperative and the reproduction of core-periphery dynamics with regard to methodological practice and norms of knowledge dissemination (Gobo, 2011). In contemporary higher education environments, funds and positions are usually awarded through systems that are reliable, objective and efficient (Davis; Felappi, 2017). Scholars and institutions achieve peer recognition by publishing in high reputation journals that are regarded as prestigious (Doyle; Cuthill, 2015) and automated rates are normally used as indicators of individual performance (McGrail; Rickard; Jones, 2006). In this context, research exercises and public funding tend to reward those scholars with the longest CVs and the most publications (Neill, 2008).

However, the establishment of the publish or perish scenario has also resulted in researchers being pressured to publish as much as possible in peer-reviewed journals (Doyle; Cuthill, 2015) in order to get a job, a promotion, or a research grant (Musambira et al., 2012; Adler; Harzing, 2009). More specifically, as Kampourakis (2016, p. 250) observes, it encapsulates a mantra that directly advise scholars on how their career development should be envisioned to be successful, based on: “Either you publish like crazy or you are out of the competition”. In this academic environment, research publications have evolved as a kind of “economic currency” (Hilmer; Hilmer, 2009) that determine departmental, individual and institutional rankings (Volkwein; Sweitzer, 2006), but due to the distorting effects that the publish or perish might entail for research output and behavior, this imperative has become a raising subject of criticism and concern among academics (Goyanes; Rodriguez-Gómez, 2018), regardless of geographical location or field of study (Huang; Chang; Chen, 2006; Plümper; Radaelli, 2004). This might include, for instance, the role of scientometrics and indexes in measuring research quality (Bornmann; Haunschild, 2018), the proliferation of articles and publications (Donsbach, 2006), the increasing lack of originality of research contributions (Bauerlein et al., 2010), or the growing isomorphism and standardization of research articles (Alvesson; Gabriel, 2013; Goyanes, 2017). The increasing disequilibrium between requested and available funding also raises concerns about hyper-competitiveness and specialization (Bohm; Peat, 1998), with potential perverting effects on the scientific relevance of publications (Goyanes, 2017) and the growth of questionable research practices (Matthes et al., 2015). The establishment of English as lingua franca for the transmission of scientific knowledge calls also into question the traditional prevalence of regional languages for disseminating research findings, since it usually minimizes the quality of the intellectual contributions (Walsbord; Mellado, 2014; Goyanes, 2017) by omitting an array of cultural contexts, schools and languages (Gunaratne, 2010).

In the context of significant competition for jobs and academic promotion, some argue that the objectification of research evaluations based on quantitative premises have more beneficial than detrimental effects (Thomas, 1996). Others, conversely, argue that scientometrics indicators are a poor substitute for qualitative review and peer assessment (Nightingale; Marshall, 2012) assuming that knowledge dissemination and advancement of science should matter more that indexes or journal impact factors (Lee, 2014). Willmott (2011) referred to this shift as “list fetishism”, arguing that the publication outlet (the fetish object), currently assumes an importance greater than the substantive content and contribution of the scholarship. The growing relevance of impact factors and the increasing pressure to publish may be a disincentive to pursue innovative or bold work (De-Rond; Miller, 2005), generating a growing tendency to publish only confirmatory evidence, as

“the system might force scholars to write ‘publishable’ results at all cost” (Fanelli, 2010, p. 1).

Eventually, the message to aspiring researchers has grown into the publication rule that it no longer matters

“what you write, but only how often, where and with whom you write” (Van-Dalen; Henkens, 2011, p. 2, emphasis of the author).

This imperative has also led to a widespread frustration and dissatisfaction with evaluation systems, as although academics do publish, they may still perish if their publication do not meet the requirements laid down by their universities and public administrations (Lee, 2014).

As a consequence, universities around the world are scrambling for higher international rankings in order to boost their research profiles. Nonetheless, there is academic agreement that the quality of research is decreasing over time, as focusing on quantity means spending less time on each paper (Davies; Felappi, 2017). In a pressure-to-publish context, there seems to exist a massive gap between what most scholars consider to be interesting and what they typically produce and publish (Sword, 2012), and although the official message of journals in publishing is to produce path breaking work and cutting edge research, most articles fail to meet such standards (Cerulo, 2015).
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Studies that explore the publication culture in communication research and social sciences generally address this publish or perish scenario, from both positivist and critical perspectives. While these studies provide insightful knowledge and robust basis for capturing individual perceptions and measuring the prevalence, effects and predictors of this phenomenon, little research has focused on the subtleties of scientists’ views and experiences on the publication culture. In this study, we aim to explore and illustrate this subjective perception, addressing the negative and positive forces that shape scholars’ academic behavior.

1.1. The Spanish case

The Spanish case is relevant for exploring the current publication culture for several reasons. First, it is a paradigmatic case of a Southern-European country adjusting the academic structures and institutions to meet the global demands and mores in research production and evaluation procedures. Communication scholars traditionally tended to focus on critical theory and interpretation, but the transition to empirics reflects the adaptation of the micro or local research standards to the global or macro levels trends and fashions (Goyanes; Rodríguez-Gómez; Rosique-Cedillo, 2018). This phase of consolidation and definition is driven by consecutive reforms in the evaluation systems, a more empirical, positivist and functionalist orthodoxy (Martínez-Nicolás; Saperas-Lapiedra, 2016), and a growing openness to global research practices (Fernández-Quijada; Masip, 2013). As a result, Spain has become an illustrative example of a research culture in transition, reinforcing its impact and diversity in the Ibero-American community and, more discreetly, in the rest of the world (Escribá; Cortiñas, 2013).

Secondly, the Spanish academia is also changing towards a reduced public funding situation, where temporary employment is becoming an extensive standard. In the last decade, governments’ expenditure on teaching staff has nearly remained intact despite the fact that professors have almost doubled (Ministerio de Cultura y Deporte, 2018). Tenured personnel have decreased by 18% while non-tenured have increased by 48% (Rodríguez-Gómez; Goyanes; Rosique-Cedillo, 2018), and, in addition to an increasing sense of instability, unemployment rate among PhDs has been multiplied by three (INE, 2019). This challenging scenario has triggered systemic dysfunctions that affect researchers in similar terms to what has been observed in other countries, such as pressure and stress to publish (Goyanes; Rodríguez-Gómez, 2018), job frustration (Rodriguez-Martinez, 2014) and underestimation of theoretical works (Perceval; Fornieles-Alcaraz, 2008). Questionable research practices have also prospered, inciting high rates of self-quoting (Fernández-Quijada; Masip; Bergillos, 2013), false authorships (Saperas-Lapiedra; Carrasco-Campos, 2017), or poor methodological transparency (Martínez-Nicolás; Saperas-Lapiedra, 2011).

Lastly, at an initial phase, production, dissemination and evaluation processes in Spain are supervised by Aneca, the National Agency for the Evaluation of Quality and Accreditation. This public institution accounts for the evaluation of university education and the accreditation for civil and non-civil servant bodies. In line with international trends, Aneca’s programs have progressively evolved towards an evaluation system based on top-ranked journals and indexes (Aneca, 2017). But if Aneca’s legal framework is compulsory for all official teaching positions, once scholars pass its assessment, public and private universities enjoy a considerable range of freedom to set recruitment conditions. This system resembles the production and publishing schemes found in other European countries and, for these reasons, we understand that the experiences and perceptions derived from Spanish processes might serve as an illustrative example to other research cultures that are experiencing similar transformations.

2. Method

We conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews with 35 Spanish communication scholars between May 2018 and May 2019. The purpose was to find patterns from the “thick descriptions” offered by participants (Hesse-Biber; Leavy, 2006, p. 119), reaching a deep knowledge from a person’s “lived experience” and “perspective” (Johnson; Rowlands, 2012, p. 100). To achieve this, we used purposive maximum variety sampling (Patton, 2002), selecting participants with different academic ranks (tenured and non-tenured positions), diverse geographical levels (scholars from eleven Spanish universities), and significant demographics (men and women of different ages and experiences). The final sample represented a full spectrum of work profiles. Among tenured positions, there were 4 senior lecturers, 4 lecturers and 8 associate professors. Among non-tenured positions, there were 9 visiting lecturers, 8 assistant lecturers and 2 PhD holders. Fifty-five percent were men, while forty-five percent were women, and the age of participants ranged from 24 to 64, although the majority was between 40 and 50 years old. All interviewees demanded confidentiality, so specific affiliations and years of experience were not included and scholar’s identification in the text abided by the following code: Tenure (T) or Non-tenure (NT); Male (M) or Female (F); and years of experience (+10; +20; +30, etc.).

2.1. Interview coding and analysis

Previous to the official interviews, we conducted two focus groups (with 6 and 7 scholars) and 10 in-depth interviews in order to establish the main discussion themes. In addition to this procedure, we also draw information from the litera-

There are a widespread frustration and dissatisfaction with evaluation systems, as although academics do publish, they may still perish if their publication do not meet the requirements laid down by their universities and public administrations.
ture review. The official interview lasted approximately between 1.5-2 hours until the point when no new or relevant evidence emerged (saturation). At the beginning of the interview, a semi-structured protocol was used to include information about the personal situation of interviewees, an introduction to the subject, and an initial exploration of the reasons why participants are involved in the publication culture.

After this, a more structured interview was implemented, prioritizing three basic topics that eventually lead to many interrelated ones: their perception about current research productions, their opinions about the relevance of rankings and journals in career development, and their experiences about the current evaluation system. Although the general agreement and common perspectives arose clearly at an early stage of the interviewing process, we decided to conduct a larger number of interviews to ensure that we had achieved saturation of ideas.

All interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim following transcription rules proposed by Dressing and Schmieder (2015). In addition, the authors took notes during the sessions to conduct a thematic analysis, following the six-phase analytic procedure of Braun and Clarke (2006) to identify, analyze and report patterns (themes) within data. Codes and thematic maps were discussed with two independent researchers, which then informed the refinement of themes, their definition and naming.

3. Results

3.1. The production system

Without overextending the abundant literature on the subject, scholars describe the production system as a quantitative-driven mechanism where the simplification of science and the absence of social transference result in outcomes of questionable rigor and impact: “I have evaluated sixteen papers this year but I barely remember one” (T, M, +20). Academics agree that daily research tasks are conformed by a dominant set of prerequisites that seem inevitable if professional goals are to be achieved -IMRaD structure, quantitative methods, empirical evidence-, and most feel forced under this imposed scheme to carry out pre-planned curricular practices, like “studying journals’ impact factor” (NT, F, +5), “writing articles using a manual” (NT, M, +10), or “devising strategies to get published” (NT, F, +20). Some of these practices may be considered as questionable research practices, as shown in Table 1.

A minority of scholars accepts this model and describes it as an effective mechanism: “There are problems in the system, but benchmarks are necessary” (NT, F, +10). However, discomfort is common among interviewees and seems to cause two firm reactions. A few opt to walk away from such production practices, researching at their will and publishing in “small publications” (NT, M, +10) that allow “more creative and critical approaches” (NT, M, +5). Aside from this group, the majority recognizes their dependence on the system and accepts it with different levels of conformity, partially compensated by the attainment of merits or additional economic rewards: “I must keep the pace in this tireless hunt for merits, otherwise I’ll fall behind” (NT, M, +10); and “If you don’t publish in renowned journals, you are nothing. Besides, you always have in mind economic allowances” (NT, F, +5).

3.2. The dissemination system

Although described in similar terms to the production system, the dissemination system seems more clearly based on a cost- and time-effective model. Often explained in a tense mood, the most manifested claim concerns academics’ inescapable requirement to pay for valid dissemination channels: “We pay for conferences, for memberships, for publishing. We pay to work!” (NT, F, +15). Official standards require scholars to compete in national and international circuits -ideally Anglo-Saxon ones-, but this obligation adds personal extra expenses to the regular ones, such as travel expenses, international stays, and, in the case of non-English speakers, workshops and text translations. The fee that scholars must pay to publish in scientific journals or to get access to scientific contents is also a manifested claim. Thresee it as the normal course of action “for publications that seek financial viability” (NT, F, +10), others describe it as a part of a “lucrative businesses” (NT, M, +10) where unpaid tasks are essential for their sustainability: “There are a remarkable number of researchers editing in journals for free” (NT, M, +15). Table 2 shows some of the statements regarding the expensive network of channels that scholars must use to divulge science.
Regarding top-ranked journals, a few interviewees value them as efficient instruments to detect and enhance science’s quality because, “in their own terms” (NT, F, +10), they are “agile and viable means to assess science results” (NT, F, +15). However, the majority seem frustrated at scientific journals for two reasons. First, because they tend “to overestimate quantitative methods and exclude hermeneutic studies” (NT, F, +25), stimulating “an evaluation system based on automated algorithms” (T, M, +25). And secondly, because the compulsive overproduction of papers, “that nobody minds unless useful for personal deeds” (F, T, +20), is inadequate to transfer Humanities’ knowledge into society: “Indices make you happy, but readers don’t really exist” (NT, F, +5).

3.3. The evaluation system

The production and the dissemination of science are induced by the evaluation system and its dominant element, the journal impact factor. Most scholars consider applying objective standards as essential for the correct functioning of evaluation processes, since they “optimize peer reviews” (NT, F, +15); “improve methodological practices” (T, F, +30); and “reduce researchers’ idleness and favoritism” (T, M, +15). Generally speaking, it is accepted that by adopting impartial evaluation standards, competitiveness increases and science quality improves.

Nonetheless, there appears to be a rejection of this model by most scholars too, since “impact factors don’t evaluate the quality of our work, but that of the journals” (T, M, +25) and “local social transference isn’t usually considered” (NT, F, +15). Many scientists find it difficult to explain how evaluation criteria work, and define them as “obscure” (NT, M, +5) or “incongruent” (NT, F, +15) or “rigged” (NT, F, +10), so understanding “how evaluators can assess science in these terms” (T, F, +25) seems an unanswered question for many. Being the most significant element of the publication culture, it is notable that none of the scholars is able to explain the manners in which indices are actually fabricated. It is a vague topic where nobody delves. However, despite the fact that scholars tend to explain the system only through its consequences -overproduction (the action of producing too many scientific outcomes encouraged by current evaluation standards), standardization (the process of producing scientific outcomes of the same type with the same basic features), or competitiveness-, many understand the logics of its structure in similar terms to the practices and goals found in market-driven systems (Table 3).

Table 3. The commoditization of the evaluation system

| “Impact factors work like the Dow Jones of science, an instrument that monetizes scientific value” (T, M, +20). |
| “The corporations that calculate them are private equity firms. Who is really behind science, the academy or the market?” (NT, F, +20). |
| “We are not aware that the submission to the JCR criteria, which are part of an extraordinary business, is leading us to the colonization of scientific research by neoliberal thinking” (T, M, +30). |
| “Impact factors are calculated by private companies that are not accountable to citizens or the scientific community” (NT, M, +10). |
| “Funding programs changed when the government institutionalized the commercialization of the education and scientific systems” (T, M, +25). |
| “As a national and international evaluator, I stopped believing in the transparency of many journals and I am concerned about the commercial drift of others” (T, M, +40). |

Along with frustration caused by scientific overproduction and a general disengagement of communication sciences from society, we also observe scholars’ disappointment at the hardening of the evaluation criteria that shape current job conditions. Non-tenured scholars stress the negative effects of a constant sense of uncertainty and the rise of temporary employment in a highly competitive scenario: “I don’t know of any other work environment that is so demanding, with such a long-term career, and so many obstacles to overcome” (NT, F, +20). As shown in Table 4, many believe that this model prioritizes cost efficiency over academics’ employment situation.

Table 4. Job progression and cost efficiency

| “It’s demoralizing to follow certain rules, which are constantly changing, knowing that you’ll never get a permanent contract” (NT, M, +10). |
| “In the end, you spend fifteen years competing for your job every time it’s up for renewal” (NT, M, +5). |
| “Tenured positions are scarce because they are expensive. Some universities have more than 300 visiting professors. It’s a scandal” (NT, F, +15). |
| “The goal is to abolish permanent contracts in order to reduce costs and establish a more flexible job environment” (T, F, +20). |
| “We are using specialized cheap labor for university teaching, and temporary contracts to cover permanent ones” (NT, F, +20). |

The lack of economic resources for a more stable work environment and the extra expenses that scholars must disburse to produce and disseminate science seem to be the main two reasons as to why all interviewees except three think that public funding in communication sciences is insufficient. Some acknowledge the situation but ignore who may be responsible for it or prefer not
to discuss it. Others consider it to be “the most important element” (T, M, +35) and put the blame on the government because “having overcome the [last financial] crisis, scientific funding has not arrived” (NT, M, +5). Two professors emphasize the exact amount of public funding that has not reached its beneficiaries in the last R&D’s public solicitation, “up to 70%” (T, M, +30), and one of them believes that “the problem is not funding shortage, but terrible management” (NT, F, +15). Overall, funding seems to be a fundamental element within this cost- and time-efficient system.

4. Discussion

Interviewees describe the current publishing culture as a structure organized by a set of global-accepted requirements that are easy to recognize and, to some extent, replicate. Most scholars experience discomfort under such structure because it responds to a cost- and time-effective model that seems inadequate to assess communication sciences’ production and transference. As effective as logarithmic quantification can be to measure rigor and relevance in Exact Sciences, the model seems inadequate when applied to Social Sciences (Alberts, 2013; Nightingale; Marshall, 2012).

The phenomenon is generally depicted as a mechanism concerning a highly competitive contest. Some, following the quasi-markets theorized by Willmott (1995), describe it in similar terms to the dynamics found in stock markets, where scholars, emulating stockbrokers, follow rivalry patterns to obtain the highest number of shares -published papers- in the most valued corporations -top ranked journals- in order to accumulate wealth -curricular merits- in the shortest period of time and regardless if its beneficial impact on society exists or not. This is what we understand as the commoditization of the publication culture.

In this economy efficiency-driven model, the majority of scholars find it exceptionally difficult to produce and divulge high quality work in national and, especially, international circuits. Besides the colonization of American methods (Chakravarty et al., 2018), the main reasons for this situation are poor funding and deficient management policies (Bolkan et al., 2012). Funding cuts in science have provoked an incremental rise in temporary labor (Rodríguez-Gómez; Goyanes; Rosique-Cedillo, 2018), and an increase in the economic contribution that academics must make to preserve official channels of dissemination, such as journals’ fees, conferences’ expenses, associations’ memberships, international stays, unpaid editing work or review processes, and, in the case of non-English speakers, workshops and texts translations too.

This does not mean that academics do not appreciate an objective model to assess and promote quality in communication sciences. They all welcome impartial evaluation premises and emphasize the advances achieved. However, most disagree with the manners in which such requirements are being applied, because they promote individualistic and aggressive competitiveness (Anderson et al., 2007), cause widespread pressure to publish (Miller; Taylor; Bedeian, 2011), and, although they reduced nepotism and increased scientific quality in their own terms, they have been unable to eradicate impact factor bias (Levine, 2010), eliminate preferential treatment (Ferlazzo; Sdoia, 2012), and establish rigor and social transference as a common standard (Butler; Delaney; Spoelstra, 2017).

When these effects are explained from a personal point of view, scholars feel frustrated because of the imposition of official or unwritten rules against personal motivations. Pressure to publish and job-related stress (De-Rond; Miller, 2005) are fashioned within a system that is mainly disapproved of even at a global scale (Van-Dalen; Henkens, 2012), but that scholars sense they must accept. For most of them, extra merits and rewarding measures compensate, only partially, such conformity.

Among these observations, scholars also seem to forget about the importance of their role in the production system (Alvesson, 2012). When asked about the causes for scientific overproduction and questionable research practices, most interviewees seem to perceive questionable research practices (QRP) as the result of an extraneous set of rules that forces them to constant publishing. Nonetheless, other studies have evidenced the fact that scholars are significant interviewees seem to perceive questionable research practices (QRP) as the result of an extraneous set of rules that forces them to constant publishing. Nonetheless, other studies have evidenced the fact that scholars are significant.
administrations- and turns into an expensive mechanism to produce high-quality results. That is, an advanced and costly publishing culture model has been accepted, but scholars continue to perceive and adopt extended QRP (Matthes et al., 2015; Vermeulen; Hartmann, 2015).

4.1. Proposals and future lines of research
The general response of official bodies and university departments to this situation has been to harden evaluation criteria (Aneca, 2017), which seems in line with the cost- and time-effective model above described. Sophisticated evaluation procedures are necessary, but a real solution should run through a better-funded evaluation system where specialized channels, under correct supervision, could be established to safeguard science quality according to the times required for its evaluation. This is not about thematic specialization, but about a purpose-driven program that would funnel scientific outcomes into the right dissemination channels, expectantly within an improved funding program that would not only be built upon commercial sources. This being said, for any measure to be successful, those governing must admit that the problem of over-publication is also an institutional one (De-Rond; Miller, 2005).

Concerning overproduction practices, a more comprehensive and focused model could limit the number of papers to the best three-five that a job or promotion candidate can submit (Bauerlein et al., 2010). Regarding unbalanced research-teaching ratios in evaluation processes, a percentage scale could be designed by which scholars could select how to define themselves in respect to academic duties: as researchers, as lecturers, or at managerial positions. Evaluation criteria in recruitment processes could be then applied to specific profiles and in relation to the institution’s needs, so academics would conduct a higher number of specific tasks in convenience with their most productive skills. A national survey among academics would determine if this option is economically viable and if it is effective for reorganizing scientific production, reducing the perish-or-publish phenomenon, and raising the quality of research and teaching.
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